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SUZOHAPP & KLEEN, a successful partnership at Equip’auto

SUZOHAPP is exhibiting at Equip’Auto which is taking place at Paris Porte de Versailles between the 17th and 21st of October. At the SUZOHAPP stand #1S019, the focus is on the innovative PRO product line of Comestero starters and changers, the ideal solution for any modern self-service car wash station.

“The PRO line,” comments François Profit, Vice President of Industrial EMEA, “is equipped with the latest generation payment systems and provides a wide configuration choice to satisfy the different needs in the market. Our machines are based on an advanced PC architecture and offer a user-friendly experience, thanks to the 5” or 10” touchscreens and the vocal guide.”

The PRO line includes the Multi PRO, a revolutionary outdoor money changer and starter for car wash portals. With a practical 5” touch screen and a vocal guide, Multi PRO allows the user to quickly manage multiple tasks, such as starting the programs, recharging cards and keys, changing money, buying tokens and distributing cards or keys. Pit PRO is designed to be resistant to dust, water splashes and sprayed chemicals due to its new heavy-duty structure. It manages up to 8 different washing programs, changes money or tokens and recharges keys or cards. Touch PRO is a centralized cash point and a truly automated car wash service support. Furthermore, it is a powerful marketing tool, allowing the operator to increase daily business. It can manage up to 8 washing programs and allows cash payment as well as payment with tokens, cards, keys and credit cards. It can also manage mobile payments.

“At Equip’auto, we are very proud to present our partner, Kleen. They created an innovative app specifically designed for car wash stations. Users can download the app from Google Play or from the Apple Store,” explains François Profit. “Thanks to Kleen, users can choose the car wash station in a defined area using geolocalisation and can select their favorite washing program and its price. Then they can buy the selected washing program and receive a QR-code which can be used in the car wash station by simply scanning it on the Touch PRO.”

“Come and visit us at Booth #1S019 to discuss your specific requirements with our team and to discover the most suitable model for your business,” concludes Abdel Mouissat, Car Wash Sales Manager in France.
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